Abstract. Similar to the well known Schur-Horn theorem that characterizes the relationship between the diagonal entries and the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix, the Sing-Thompson theorem characterizes the relationship between the diagonal entries and the singular values of an arbitrary matrix. It is noted in this paper that, based on the induction principle, such a matrix can be constructed numerically by a fast recursive algorithm, provided that the given singular values and diagonal elements satisfy the Sing-Thompson conditions.
for all k = 1 2 : : : n , and the equality holds when k = n. 2 . Let a 2 R n be two given vectors that satisfy (1.1). Then there exists a Hermitian matrix H with eigenvalues and diagonal entries a.
The notion of (1.1) is also known as a majorizing . The second part as speci c as the Schur-Horn theorem. Indeed, the most general result in this regard is as follows due to Mirsky 4] . Seeking any additional bearing would betoovague a problem to have any signi cant rami cation. Theorem 1.2. A necessary and su cient condition for the existence of a matrix with eigenvalues 1 : : : n and main diagonal elements a 1 : : : a n is that
Naturally, the next level of question is to nd any connection between the main diagonal entries and the singular values of a general matrix, as was posedby Mirsky in 5]. Such a relationship was discovered independently by Sing 6] and Thompson 7] . Similar to the notion of majorization, it turns out that the necessary and su cient conditions for the existence of a matrix with prescribed main diagonal entries and prescribed singular values also involve a set of inequalities which w e s t a t e as follows. In analogue to that in the Schur-Horn theorem, the su cient condition in Sing-Thompson theorem gives rise to an inverse singular value problem, namely, to construct a real n n matrix from the prescribed singular values and diagonal entries. This paper discusses one numerical procedures for solving such a problem. The idea is based on Thompson 
2).
Symmetry of X and Y in the system (2.7) implies that X and Y are exactly the two roots of (2.5). The signs of c 1 and c 2 (and also those of s 1 and s 2 ) should be determined from (2.3). Indeed, it can be checked that only the signs of the products c 1 c 2 and s 1 s 2 matter in the construction.
This proves Lemma 2.1.
It is interesting to note that the pair (d 1 d 2 ) described in Lemma 2.1 corresponds to the region in Figure 2 .1 where the shaded lines are slanted from the northwest to the southeast. In the meantime, the pair (d 1 d 2 ) described in Lemma 2.2 must come from the region in Figure 2 .1 where the shaded lines are slanted from the northeast to the southwest. In summary, the above argument can be implemented into an algorithm that is listed in are arranged in non-increasing order and satisfy the Sing-Thompson conditions, Thompson carried out the proof of su cient conditions in Theorem 1.3 by considering two mutually exclusive cases followed by the mathematical induction. In this note we want to point out that his induction argument is in fact implementable as a recursive algorithm.
In order to explain the recursive algorithm more plainly, w e quickly review Thompson Thompson observed that all twelve inequalities involved in the following extremes ;s n;1 + s n + jd n j 0 P n;1 i=1 jd i j ; P n;2 i=1 s i 9 > = > 8 > > > < > > > : s n;1 s n;1 + s n ; j d n j s n;1 ; s n + jd n j P n;2 i=1 s i ; P n;2 i=1 jd i j + jd n;1 j (3.6) held. Let t beany v alue lying between the maximum of the left extremes and the minimum of the right extremes. Then it follows that the two set of numbers ft d n g and fs n;1 s n g satisfy the conditions in (2.2), regardless whichever t or jd n j is larger. It also follows that the two new sequences of numbers, ( s 1 s 2 : : : s n;2 t jd 1 j j d 2 j : : : j d n;2 j j d n;1 j (3.7)
satisfy the Sing-Thompson conditions. We therefore can construct orthogonal matricesŨ 1 then it is readily seen that diag U 1 diagfs 1 : : : s n gU T 2 = d i a g fd 1 d 2 : : : d n g: In both cases, we notice that the original problem of size n is broken down to two subproblems of sizes 2 and n ; 1. The discussion in the previous section leads to a constructive solution for the subproblem of size 2. More signi cantly, the desired diagonal entries and singular values for the subproblem of size n;1 are given explicitly by either (3.3) or (3.7), which therefore can befurther downsized to subproblems of sizes 2 and n ; 2. Repeating this argument, we nd out that the construction of a matrix with prescribed diagonal entries and singular values can now be done by rst dividing the original problem into a sequence of 2 2 subproblems and then by conquering these 2 2 subproblems to build up the original problem. This divide and conquer process is similar to that occurred in the radix-2 fast Fourier transform.
In MATLAB expressions, this recursive algorithm can be conveniently described as in Table 3 
Conclusion.
In an environment that allows a subprogram to invoke itself recursively, the existence of a solution proved by the mathematical induction can often betransformed into an recursive algorithm. In this note we h a ve illustrated one particular application, by using MAT-LAB, to the construction of matrices with prescribed diagonal elements and singular values. 
